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DIRECTOR’S NOTES 
In lifetime we experience loss of any kind: the loss of work, of one's own 
identity, of a relationship, of one's native land or simply the loss of a bunch of 
keys. Four dancers confronted with loss meet in an empty space. Each one has 
the solution for the other one… 
Strong, melancholic but also bizarre and funny moments create a mosaic of 
virtuosity and contrasts.  
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WAY OUT - "A Dance mosaic made by 

poetry and the body. In Nunzio 

Impellizzeri’s creation the theme  

of loss is powerful as well as delicate. 

To make the difference is the rendering 

of a lights concept and refined musical 

choices. Interesting (...) is the clear focus 

that Nunzio gives to the bare physicality  

of the body and movement, which  

today are often sacrificed in favour  

of too conceptual performances." 

Thierry Frochaux (P.S. Zeitung) 

 

 

"A choreographic work, that is 

characterized by its high sensibility  

and great accessibility.  

The original movement language and 

constant movement development  

are enriched by atmospheric music 

and the plasticity of the  

dancers' movements." 

Michele Olivieri (dance promoter, IT -

International Dance Council) 
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